Charged current cross sections Neutral current cross sections • u density best known -still poorly constrained at largest and smallest x • d density less well known • gluon density has very large uncertainty at high x 
. . . dominates in most of phase space 
Can compare with precise fixed target ν data (CCFR) (CCFR not included in fit)
Well described by SM ⊗ PDF prediction
Clear scaling violations in CC data
Data span more than 4 orders of magnitude in Q σ(e + p → e + bb -X → e + µ ± Jet X) 0.05 < y < 0.7
Breit > 6 GeV, -2 < η 
Partons as degrees of freedom Experimental data needed to constrain theory Sensitivity at highest y → 0.9 (E e > 3 GeV)
Requires model for F 2 at high y . . . 
